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ABSTRACT

Biologics medicine has a great advance in the treatment of serious illness. The manufacturing of these molecules 
which are large and complex is quite difficult because they are been made in the living cells grown in the laboratory. 
The replica of biologic medicine is impossible for the manufacturer to manufacture due to some of the factors such 
as the inherent complexity of the biologics and the proprietary details of the manufacturing process for the original 
biological medicine often can be referred to as the reference products. Due to this, the copies of the biological 
products produced are called as biosimilar, the biosimilar is highly similar to biological products but not identical.
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INTRODUCTION 

In the United States and other countries biological products are 
rapidly growing products with therapeutics activities. The cost of 
the biological products is higher as compare to the biosimilar and 
interchangeable products which can be also been prescribed to the 
patient to lower the health care cost [1-3].

In various countries like U.S., Europe, Japan, Australia, and 
Canada regulatory authorities require a developer to get a high-
quality standard to demonstrate the similarity between the 
biosimilar products and the reference products. The manufacturer 
of the biosimilar data should have to provide a robust data to 
demonstrate that there is no clinical difference is existing between 
the biosimilar and the original medicine [4-8].

There are several clinical considerations for biosimilar 
they are:

• The biosimilar label should contain all the relevant 
information regards the safety and use of biosimilar so that 
an informed choice can be made regard the appropriate 
medicine for the patient.

• The biologics and biosimilar should have different names 
for better understanding. All the members in the patient 
care should have a clear understanding of the medicine 
like by which manufacturer is manufactured and being 
administered to the patient.

• Substitution is a practice performed by the pharmacist 
in which he may dispense an alternative medicine for 

the medicine which is prescribed by the physician. In the 
U.S. this is done for the biosimilar which has achieved 
an interchangeability which is given by the FDA and this 
legislation had been approved in some of the states for the 
substitution of biosimilars. In countries like Europe, there 
is no substitution of the biosimilar is been practiced by the 
pharmacist and several countries also implemented laws 
against this [9-11].

LITERATURE REVIEW

Biosimilar plays an important role in healthcare providing patients 
and the physician more therapeutic options. Serving the patients is 
what we do and this is the reason why we are leveraging the scientific 
capabilities from more than three decades of the experience in the 
biologics for developing biosimilar with high qualities.

Biologics products

According to USFDA biological products are large complex 
molecules. These products are produced through biotechnology in 
a living system such as plant cell/animal cell and micro-organism 
and are more difficult to characterize than the small molecules. 
Biological products re been regulated by the FDA and are used for 
the prevention, diagnosis, treat and cure of the diseases, illness or 
medical conditions. There is a large range of biological products 
that been used in the U.S. including the monoclonal antibodies 
(adalimumab), therapeutics proteins (filgrastim) and some of the 
vaccines (for tetanus & influenza) [12].

According to Amgen biological medicine are those that are large 
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and complex and grown in a laboratory by living cell. The size of 
the Biological molecules is 200 to 1000 times the size of the small 
molecules or the chemical drug such as aspirin [13-16]. Biological 
medicines are injected into the body due to their large molecular 
size and fragile structure [2,3,17,18].

Biosimilars

According to USFDA biosimilar is the products that are mostly 
similar to the biological products and does not have any clinically 
different from the existing FDA approved reference products [12] 
(Figure 1).

According to Amgen biosimilar is the biological medicine that 
is similar but not identically as that of the original biological 
medicine [1]. The biosimilar cannot be possible to have the exact 
copy of the biological products because the biologics are developed 
using cell lines that are unique to a given manufacturer and are 
made by using various purification processes. Therefore the copies 
are highly similar but bot identical to the original biologic upon 
which they are based.

According to Pfizer biosimilar product is the biologic products that 
are approved based in that it is highly similar an approved biological 
products by FDA known as the reference product and which do 
not have any clinical difference in the safety and effectiveness as 
compared to the reference product [14]. Only some of the minor 
differences in the clinically inactive components are allowable in 
the biosimilar products.

Reference products

Reference products are the single biological products that had been 
already approved by the FDA, against which a biosimilar product is 
compared. Reference products are approved on the basis of safety 
and effectiveness. Biosimilar products are compared and evaluated 
against the reference products to find that the product should not 
have any clinical differences and the products should be highly 
similar [12].

Highly similar

Developing proposed biosimilar demonstrates by the manufacturer 
whose product is similar to the reference product by analyzing its 
function and structure of both the proposed biosimilar and the 
reference product. For demonstrating that the biosimilar is highly 
similar to that of the reference product the manufacturer uses the 
result which is taken from the comparative test such as purity, 
chemical identity, and bioactivity. Some of the minor differences 
in the clinically inactive component between the reference product 

and the proposed biosimilar product are acceptable [19].

For example, there may be a difference in the buffer or the stabilizer 
compared to which been used in the reference product. The 
difference in the proposed biosimilar products and the reference 
product are evaluated by the FDA so that the biosimilar can meet 
the FDA high approval standards.

For the biosimilar and the reference product lot-to-lot difference 
(i.e., acceptable within product difference) are been carefully 
monitored and controlled and for the biological product, there 
is slightly (i.e., acceptable within-product variation) difference 
expected during the manufacturing process.

By demonstrating the human pharmacodynamics and 
pharmacokinetic studies the manufacturer also has to prove that the 
proposed biosimilar product has no clinical difference as compared 
to the reference products in case of safety and effectiveness [12].

Interchangeable products

Interchangeable products are the biological products that should 
meet the additional requirement given by the Biologics Price 
Competition and Innovation Act. The information is also needed 
to show that the interchangeable product has the same clinical 
results as that of the reference products in any of the given patient 
[12].

Without the involvement of the prescriber, interchangeable 
products can be substituted in place of the reference products. The 
FDA high standard for approval assures to the health care provider 
that they can be confident in terms of safety and efficacy of the 
interchangeable product (Figures 2 and 3).

Biosimilar in the treatment of cancer

The ability of the biologics to target directly to specific cancer cells 
makes them important for use in cancer treatment. In treatment 
to fight against cancer many biologics work by using the immune 
system of the patient, the biologic doesn't kill more healthy tissue 
as compared with the other drug treatment and they have fewer 
side effects and less toxicity [16].

The biologics i.e., the antibodies are used in the destruction of the 
cancer cell but some of them work as supportive by reducing the 
side effects of the chemotherapy or the radiation treatment. 

Example- Colony-stimulating factor (CSFs) class of biologics they 
encourage one marrow to grow and to divide; besides that CSFs 
also increase the number of white blood cells in the body which 
help the patient to tolerate the chemotherapy at higher doses.

Manufacturing of the biological products

Biological medicines are manufactured by using the living cell via a 
complex multi-step process they are given below (Figure 4).

Manufacturing of the biosimilar products

Some of the steps for the manufacturing of the biosimilars are: and 
are explained below (Figure 5).

Developing and testing biosimilars

Step-1: For developing of the biosimilar there is the requirement 
of scientific and manufacturing expertise due to the structural Figure 1: Reference product and biosimilar product.
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complexity of the biological medicines. For developing a biosimilar 
the manufacturer show know the biological medicine working 
in the body and understanding of the biological medicines. 
The developer should work on developing its process for the 
production of the biosimilar and the developer should not have 
the proprietary knowledge of the manufacturing process of the 
biological medicines [1].

Step-2: The biological and the biosimilar products are produced 
in the living cell in a multi-step process and that is different or 
unique for every manufacturer, the detail of the manufacturing 
will be slightly different between the biosimilar and the original 
biological products, due to this there will be a minor change in the 
final products. The slight difference in the manufacturing detail 
may affect its quality, safety and the effectiveness of the products. 
It is critical to find the difference and to demonstrate that they are 
not clinically meaningful, but the biosimilar is expected to be safe 
and effective as compared to the original biological medicine.

Step-3: The biological drug is very complex and has a large number 
of features. In biological there are a hundred or more attributes. 
Some of the attributes are important in many ways the body can 
recognize the present protein and it may be critical to the safety and 
efficacy and some of pharmacokinetic of the drug. The features 
which are important of these functions are also called as critical 
quality attributes (CQA). This CQA includes many structural 
aspects of the molecules that are influenced by the cell line and the 
DNA and the manufacturing process [20]. Critical quality attributes 
may impact on clinical activity that is the way molecule affect the 
patient, the CQA should fall within the expected range given. The 
manufacturer of the biosimilar uses more than 40 analytical tests to 
determine 100 of attributes [21,22].

Step-4: Many of the tests are such as preclinical assays, clinical 
evaluations are used to show that the biosimilar has no meaningful 
difference from the original biological medicine, all the information 
from the clinical, nonclinical and analytical are integrated to 
provide an assessment call as the totality of the evidence, some 
of the below are the contributes in the totality of evidence are as 
follows [23]:

Safety and Efficiency Clinical Pharm(PK/PD)

Nonclinical

Analitycal  
characterization

(structure and function 
Assessment)

Innovator 
Development

Figure 2: Characterization of the biosimilar and biological products.

              

Clinical Pharm(PK/PD)

Nonclinical

Analytical 
characterization

(structure and function 
Assessment)

Biosimilar
Development

Demonstrate similarity to the reference 
product 

Figure 3: Biosimilar development.

In the laboratories the 
isolated gene encoding the 
therapeutic protein of the 

interest is placed inside the 
host cell and kept for cell 

growing.

Then the host cell uses 
these gene and make the 

protein which will become 
medicines.

A large volumes of these 
host cell are grown in the 

medium which lead to 
optimal growth of the cell 

and production of the 
medicines.

The therapeutic protein is 
been isolated form the 

large amount of the desired  
protein produced, different 

purification process are 
been required for 
separation of the 

therapeutic protein from 
the impurities.

Figure 4: Manufacturing of the biological medicine.

Characterization of the 
available biological 

medicine and the 
process to replicate it.

For the manufacturing 
of the biosimilar 
development of a 
unique cell line.

Matching of the 
critical quality 
attributes by 

characterizing the 
biosimilars.

Testing of the 
biosimilar to ensure 

the similarity with the 
biological medicines.

Figure 5: Manufacturing of the biosimilars.
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1. Analytical characterization: To show the biosimilar 
matched all the critical quality attributes and function of 
the original biological products different testing are done 
in the laboratory. It for the foundation of the bio similarity 
assessment.

2. Nonclinical testing: Different studies on the animals 
are done to assess the activity, function, and toxicity of 
biosimilar. 

3. Final step in demonstrating bio-similarity: 

► Clinical studies in humans- In clinical human studies, 
two phases of the clinical studies are required: 

► Phase-1- Studies are done to demonstrate the 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics.

► Phase-3-Studies are done to demonstrate similar efficacy, 
immunogenicity, and safety to the reference biological 
product [24].

After the demonstration, the pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamics equivalence the biosimilar is developed to 
conduct a pivotal clinical trial. The main importance of the pivotal 
clinical trial is to prove that there is no clinically meaningful 
difference between the proposed and the original biological 
medicine. This also means that the proposed biosimilar product 
is neither inferior nor superior to the original biological medicine. 
For the clinical trial for the biosimilar, the population selected 
should react to all the clinically meaningful differences between the 
original biological and biosimilar and this type of the population is 
known as the most sensitive population. The study length should 
be done properly to allow the detection of any immune response, 
which sometimes lags in the receipt of the medicine [4] (Table 1 
and Figure 6).

Abbreviated license pathway for biological products

Biological products that are similar to an FDA -licensed reference 
product may rely on license on and among some of the other things 
like publicly available and some of the information regarding the 
FDA previously determined that the biological products ( reference 
products) are safe more potent and pure.

The biosimilar products are licensed under the 351 (k) of the 
Public Health Service Act based on the preclinical and clinical data 
– abbreviated license pathway.

General requirements

Application 351 (k) including the information that demonstrates 
that the biological products is-

1. The same mechanism of action for the required condition 
of use.

2. It is biosimilar to a reference product.

3. For the reference products, the condition of use in labeling 
had been previously approved.

4. It should have the same dosage form, strength, and route of 
administration as the reference products.

General requirements 351 (k) application

The Public service act requires that 351 (k) applications should 
include the other things and the information demonstrating that 
bio similarity based upon the data derived from:

Analytical studies: It demonstrates that the biological products are 
highly similar to that of the reference products without any minor 
difference in the inactive components.

Animal studies-including the toxicity

Clinical studies: The information that is required for the safety 
purity and potency in 1 or more condition of the use for which the 
reference products has been licensed, and for which grating of the 
license for biological products.

Standards for granting of license

FDA shall grant the license for the biological products under 
section 351 (k) of PHS act if FDA checks that the information 
which has been submitted by the applicant is sufficient enough to 
show that the: 

• Biological products ID biosimilar to the reference Product.

• It should meet all the standards that are given in 351 (k) 
(4) and therefore it is interchangeable with the reference 
products.

• Permission of the applicant for the inspection of the facility 
under section 351 (c).

Non-U.S.-licensed comparator products

According to the PHS act for 351 (k) the "reference products" are 
defined as the "single biological products which are licensed under 
the 351 (k) against which the biological products are evaluated".

The data from the animals and the clinical studies comparing with 
the non-US-licensed biosimilar product may be used to support the 
bio-similarity to a U.S.-licensed reference product. The information 
and the date should be provided by the sponsor to scientifically 
justify the quality of these comparative data to the assessment of 
the bio-similarity and to establish an acceptable bridge to the U.S. 

Table 1: Main difference between the generic biologics and biosimilar [17].

 Variables Generics Biosimilars Biologics

Development cost (USD) 2-3 millions 800 million 100-300 million

Time to market        (years) 2-3 millions 10-Aug 8-Jul

Clinical studies
Bioequivalence studies in healthy 

volunteers
Phase 1-3 studies efficacy and safety

Pharmacokinetic comparison 
studies in Phase 3

Patients 20-50 800-1000 ~100-500

Post-authorization activities Pharmacovigilance
Phase 4, risk management  plan 

including pharmacovigilance
Phase 4, risk management plan 
including pharmacovigilance
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licensed reference product.

Support for the use of the non-us-licensed comparator

Type of the bridging data that needed would include the following:

• Comparison of physicochemical (directly) of the total 
3 products (Proposed biosimilar to non-US-licensed 
comparator products; proposed biosimilar to US-licensed 
reference product; US-licensed reference products to non-
US-licensed comparator product)

• All the bridging of the 3 clinical PK and PD studies.

• The acceptance criteria should meet all the pre-specified 

acceptance criteria for the PK and PD similarity of all the 
three pairs.

Regulating of biosimilars

The approaches which are established for the generic drug are 
not suitable for the evaluation, development and licensing of 
similar biotherapeutics products, because the biotherapeutics 
products consist of complex and large protein which are difficult 
to characterize.

World Health Organization (WHO)

For the evaluation and approval of the biosimilar WHO released 
the guidelines in 2009 with globally accepting principles [20]. Many 
of the other countries had used these guidelines to generate or to 
make their country-specific guidelines.

Europe and the European Medicine Agency (EMA)

The European guidelines were adopted in 2005 and updated in 
2015. It was the first country to develop biosimilar guidelines in 
response to emerging patient deadlines for the number of biological 
medicines [21].

The European guidelines were accepted by Australia and 
they adopted them in the entire country. EMA has issued 
guidelines which are specific to the clinical and non-clinical 
requirements, quality manufacturing, manufacturing changes, and 
immunogenicity, they also released some of the guidelines that are 
for describing the requirement for the bio-similarity demonstration 
of specific medicines [5,22-25].

North America: U.S. AND FDA

FDA in February 2012 had issued 3 guidance documents for the 
biosimilar products development for assisting those companies 
that are developing biosimilars in the U.S. In the year 2015 April 
FDA revised updated and finalized these guidelines and they are 
as follows:

• Quality consideration in demonstrating bio-similarity of 
therapeutic protein products to reference products [19].

• Biosimilars: Questions and answers regarding 
implementation of the biologics price competition and 
innovation act of 2009 guidance for industry [11].

• Scientific consideration in demonstrating bio-similarity to a 
reference product [4].

In addition to the above 3 guidelines, FDA has issued many different 
guidelines regarding labeling, names, clinical, pharmacology, 
reference products, demonstrating interchangeability with a 
reference product, and how to approach formal meetings with FDA 
[26-31] (Figure 7).

Canada and Health Canada

Health Canada adopted its guidelines in 2010 and releases its 
updates of the biosimilar guidelines in 2016 [7]. For the additional 
information, Healthy Canada has released a question and answer 
document along with the guidelines [32].

Small molecules                    
( Drug)

Low molecular weight

Mostly made by 
organic or chemicals 

synthesis

Have some critical 
steps

They are well 
characterized 

Structure are known

Homogenous drug 
substance

They are not 
immunogenic

Biologics Products

High molecular weight

Mostly made from live 
cells organism

(having inherent and 
contamination risk)

Any critical steps

less easily 
characterized

Structure may or may 
not completely defined

Heterogenous mixture-
it may include variants

Often Immunogenic

Figure 6: The main difference between the drug and the biologics 
products [18].
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Latin American region

In Argentina, the biosimilar is also known as the Medicamento 
biológico similar. The biosimilar guidelines for the Argentine were 
released in the year 2008 by the ANMAT. The Guidelines which 
were released by the ANMAT follows the principal of the European 
Biosimilar Guidance [33].

Brazil and Anvisa

Brazil had developed its guidelines for the biosimilar regulation 
in 2010 (Resolution no. 55/2010) and the biosimilar products in 
Brazil are known as the follow-on biological products. The Brazil 
guidelines follow the principle of WHO bio-similar guidance [34].

Colombia and Invima

The final guidelines in Colombia for the biosimilar products were 
released in September 2014. The Biosimilar products in Colombia 
are also known as the productos bioterapéuticos similares [35].

Cuba and CECMED

CECMED published their biosimilar guidelines in the year 2011. 
In Cuba, the biosimilar is also known as the Biosimilar Products. 
The Guidelines which are published by the CECMED are based on 
WHO guidelines with some of the adjustments to ensure that they 
are appropriate for the regions [36].

The official decree provided in the guidelines for three routes for 
biological products are: Comparability route, Complete Route, 
Abbreviated route, which aims for the approval of the biosimilars.

Some of countries like the U.S. and E.U. had raised some concerns 
with the decree of the Colombia likely to put patient safety at risk 
and not having the sufficient details.

Mexico and Cofepris 

In Mexico the biosimilar guidelines came into effect in April 2012. 
The biosimilar products are also known as the bio-comparable 
[37]. In the market of Mexican 23 non-originator biologics are 
available. Prior to the October 2011 the companies who registered 
to the biologics are now mandate to prove the bio-similarity by 
conducting the clinical trials. In 2012 the biosimilar guidelines had 
also been issued in Costa Rica in 2012, In Gautemala 2010, Peru 
2011, Uruguay 2015 and in Venezuela 2012 [38-42].

Australia and the Therapeutics Good Administration 
(TGA)

The EMA Biosimilar guidelines in the Australia were adopted in 
the year 2008 [8] (Figure 8).

Asia and Asia Pacific

The Biosimilar in the Japan are also known as the Follow on 
Biologics (FOBs). The guidelines in the Japan are developed in 
2009. The guidelines of the Japan are based on the principle of 
EU biosimilar guideline. In addition the PMDA has also issued 
many different guidelines such as naming, marketing approval 
applications, and some of the extra documents containing the 
questions and answers [6].

Korean Federal Drug Association (KFDA) 

In 2010 the guideline on the evaluation of the biosimilar products 
came into existence and this guidelines was updated in 2014. The 
guidelines of the Korea are based on the Japanese, Europe and 
WHO guidelines. For demonstrating bio-similarity for some of the 
specific medicines KFDA had issued a set of the guidelines [43] 
(Figure 9).

Taiwan and Taiwan FDA (TFDA)

In 2008 TFDA issued their guidelines that are guidance for review 
and approval of biosimilars. They also published two additional 
guidelines that are:

• In 2010- Points to consider for review and approval of 
biosimilar products.

• In 2013- Guidelines for review and approval of biosimilar 
monoclonal antibodies [44].

Biosimilar guidelines have been issued in many different countries 
in difference year and they are as follows: [45-60] (Tables 1 and 
2). In 2012 India had released official guidelines and before the 
introducing the guidelines about 20 biosimilar had approved for 
used and they are under the hoc abbreviated process. The progress 
is monitored by the WHO [60].

U.S.FDA
The FDA issued a draft in 
January 2017: 
Consideration in 
demonstrating 
interchangeability with 
Reference Product

• In U.S with 35 states and 
Puerto Rico in June 
2017 permits for the 
interchangeable of 
biosimilar for the 
original biologic 
medicine to pharmacist 
without physiciian 
consent.(68) 

Europe EMA

In each individual 
countries within the EU 

the local health authorities 
governs the decision in the 

change in prescribing 
medicine from one to 

another(69-71)

WHO

There is no standard for 
the interchangeable of 

biologic medicine in the 
WHO. It is beleived by the 

WHO that the decision 
should be made by the 

nation authorities
(20)

Figure 7: Substitution and interchangeability.

Health Canada 
They does not support any 

pharmacy substitution or does 
not have any provinces to 

deteremint the 
interchangeability(32)

Brazil, Agertine, Mexico
They do not have any 

provinces for 
itnerchangeabilty or automatic 
or pharmacy substitutution(72)

Japan
Pharmacy substitution or 

automatic not 
allowed(74)

Australia
The Pharmaceutical benefits  

Advisory Board recommended 
that in certain criteria there is 
allowence for the substitution 
pharamcy or automatic(73)

Figure 8: Some of the summaries of substitution policies worldwide.
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Biosimilar approved around the world

In 2017 about eight classes of biosimilar medicines are approved 
around the world not all are been approved in all the region bus 
some variation in the specific diseases for which the medicines has 
been approved [61-67].

Clinical considerations

Clinical consideration is that when and how the biological and the 

 

Biosimilar Name

Avsola (infliximabaxxq)

Abrilada (adalimumabafzb)

Ziextenzo
(pegfilgrastim-bmez)

Hadlima
(adalimumab-bwwd))

Ruxience
(rituximab-pvvr))

Zirabev
(bevacizumab-bvzr)

Kanjinti
(trastuzumab-anns)

Eticovo
(etanercept-ykro))

Trazimera
(trastuzumab-qyyp)

Ontruzant
(trastuzumab-dttb)

Herzuma(trastuzumab-pkrb)

Truxima
(rituximab-abbs))

Approval Date 

December 2019

November 2019

November 2019

July 2019

July 2019

June 2019

June 2019

April 2019

March 2019

January 2019

December 2018

Novemeber 2018

Reference Products

Remicade (infliximab)

Humira (adalimumab)

Neluasta (pegfilgrastim)

Humira (adalimumab)

Rituxan (rituximab))

Avastin (bevacizumab)

Herceptin (trastuzumab

Enbrel(etanercept)

Herceptin (trastuzumab)

Herceptin (trastuzumab)

Herceptin (trastuzumab)

Rituxan (rituximab)

Figure 9: Some of the approved biosimilar.

Table 2: Biosimilar guidelines of different countries.

Countries Year

Malaysia 2008

Singapore 2009 and updated in 2012

China 2015

Iran 2010

Israel 2009

Jordan 2013

Kazakhstan 2009

Philippines 2014

Saudi Arabia 2010

Thailand 2012

Egypt 2012

Moldova 2012

Nigeria 2012

South Africa 2012

Turkey 2012

Ukraine 2013
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biosimilar can be safely used. There can be switch in the biologic 
medicine from which a patient is currently been treated with 
another biologic either by the biosimilar or by different brands by 
the clinician and they should be available at the same condition 
for treating [62]. This decision is made for consulting the patient 
by the health provider. Substitution is a practice done by the 
pharmacist in which he can dispense any alternative medicine for 
the prescribed medicine without any approval from the physician. 
In the U.S. this is done for the biosimilar which has been designated 
by the FDA named as “interchangeable” and it is applicable in only 
those countries in which legislation approved or the regulation is 
established for the biosimilar substitution [68-75]. In countries like 
Europe there are no such regulation and the pharmacist don’t have 
the right to substitute the biosimilar products by any other similar 
products.

CONCLUSION

The biosimilar which been administered have distinguishable 
names so the healthcare professional and the patient can easily 
understand the biosimilar. For the prescribing physician it is 
important that the labels should contain the information regard 
the safety and data behind the approval so informed choice can be 
made for appropriate medicine for the patient.
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